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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dear Sirs,
BATES INTERIOR SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD
Please be advised that the Shareholders and Directors of Bates Access Flooring (Pty) Ltd (“BAF”) have decided for commercial
reasons that BAF, after completing all contracts on hand, will become dormant. Jonathan Bates, the majority shareholder of BAF,
will remain C.E.O in order to undertake all remaining contracts. All BAF’s obligations will be timeously met. Please be advised that
BAF has not been “taken over” by any other company, as some competitors in the market will have you believe, and will remain
dormant.
A new entity, Bates Interior Solutions (Pty) Ltd (“the Company”) has been formed.
Jonathan Bates and Eric Nghonyama, an expert access flooring contractor and project manager, are the principals leading the
Company. Moving forward, Bates Interior Solutions (Pty) Ltd, with over 50 years‐experience in Jonathan Bates and Eric Nghonyama,
who have worked on many of the largest access flooring projects in South Africa and some of its surrounding countries, will carry
on with all the work previously undertaken by BAF and can undertake work not previously offered by BAF.
The Company has the ability to supply and install access flooring ranging from the smallest to the largest contracts (general office
areas, green office environment’s, computer rooms, network and patch rooms, decorative floors in reception areas and executive
areas together with the service and repair of old and aging access floors, the deep clean of access floors, the supply and installation
of access flooring all around South Africa and abroad; the sale and export of access flooring components abroad, specialist labour
to install access flooring abroad and the supply of a range of access floor products and cable management systems sourced from
South Africa and abroad. We also install carpet tiles, carpet sheeting and LVT’s and supply C&T products to customers.
Jonathan Bates was also instrumental in designing access floor systems on behalf of Macsteel Interior Systems, Lafarge Gypsum
access floors and Supertec Ceilings and Boards Raised access floor systems. We have also installed almost every type of access floor
available world‐wide. The Company’s proprietors will have also undertaken no less than 3 500 contracts, experience that is
unequalled in the industry.
Due to demand we also install on behalf of other contractors.
Kindly refer to our track record on our website ‐ www.batesinteriorsolutions.co.za.
For further information or queries, feel free to contact us on the numbers listed above.
We look forward to being of assistance.

Yours Sincerely
THE DIRECTORS OF BATES INTERIOR SOLUTIONS

Specialist Supplier and installers
of Raised Access Flooring & Interior Solutions
throughout South Africa and Internationally

